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Outreach Report – June 2019 

Planning 

Annual Plan 
Briefed to Council at 13/2/19 meeting. 

Campaign Planning 
Building the information formats is complete – drafts reviewed at Joint UKAB/Council/Groups 

workshop. Updates completed. 

Next stage of plans is progressing. Project Identification for Tranche 1 complete – writing up. 

Gathering information on network of contacts has commenced. Further supporter identified in 

RAEng. 

Universities STEM 
Round up of current and previous University liaison conducted as a pre-cursor to ECF-led initiative 

on creation of Student Ambassadors and seeking Research Posters for ASEC 2019. This is expected to 

lead to STEM presentations at Universities and making information on the discipline and chapter 

more readily available to students through the Ambassadors. We currently have 3 UKAB Universities. 

This initiative has so far successfully engaged 5 Universities and has reached out to a further 11. A 

tracker is now in place to manage the engagements between ECF and Outreach Director. 

A Policy and Guidance document has been produced at first issue to outline the approach to be used 

for all concerned. It is in use with ECF and Universities. It is expected that it will be further reviewed 

by University UKAB reps and Academic points of contact, and ultimately by Student Ambassadors. 

Schools Outreach 
Think Engineer readings and STEM talks -  the set of Year of Engineering inspired talks has 

completed. Further events may be organised by UKAB companies & Scarecrow, or in associate with 

National events. 

We could encourage individual member Think Engineer readings and STEM talks through an e-

preview article. 

Government Outreach 
Contacts made in Home Office through business discussions. Opens door for possible INCOSE 

discussion.  

Links in Treasury identified with interest in Major Infrastructure projects. 
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First ever Systems Engineer in Parliament – Dan Moseley ‘elected’ as an independent ‘Hereditary 

peer’ on agenda to increase Engineering understanding in Parliament and engage with the 

profession. Personally known to CL and contact established – agreed to liaise. 

Engagement with Other Disciplines 

Institute of Gas Engineers & Managers (IGEM) 
Ian Gibson attended the first meeting of the steering board for the Future Gas System Architecture 

project at IGEM House in Kegworth, Derbyshire on 11th September 18.  A project manager has been 

appointed to lead this initiative, and they are currently re-scoping the task and associated objectives 

in conjunction with the IGEM Trustees. Ian Gibson remains in the loop as the original contact from 

INCOSE UK. 

Asset Management 
Tim Ingram (joint member of IAM and INCOSE UK) is involved in the development of an IAM 

guidance document on Systems Engineering (from the perspective of Asset Managers). Ian G has 

been asked to review it once it reaches some level of maturity. Multilateral meeting held early April 

– need update from Ian G. 

SCIO 
Liaison with SCIO continues, “Systems and Cybernetics in Organisation” (www.scio.org.uk), which 

appears to have overlapping and complementary objectives.  We are exploring potential 

collaborations, such as encouraging SCIO members to submit papers or tutorial/workshop proposals 

for ASEC, or INCOSE members presenting at SCIO open meetings. 

BioTech 
Following up with Catherine Stace (ASEC18 paper) - intending inviting interest through e-preview to 

determine whether others are practicing in this field. 

IMechE 
Contacts made at ASEC. Interested in possible STEM collaboration – will swap information about 

activities. 

APM 
Interested in business case for applying Systems Thinking on projects – part of joint SIG. Supportive 

of collaborating on proposed joint publication. 

CIEHF 
Some interest in liaison with Human Centres Systems Engineering WG. 

SFIA Foundation 
Approached by Ian Seward about involvement in prospective ISO group and potential for other 

collaboration. Kevin Howard is investigation areas of common interest on behalf of INCOSE UK, 

having previously mapped to SFIA framework to INCOSE Competences for Optima’s use. 

http://www.scio.org.uk/
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RAF/GE Systems Engineering Conference 
Following up on plans between Gary Sheppard (GE), AVM Julian Young (RAF Brize Norton) with 

support from Ian Presland. Still seeking clarification of how Gary/Julian want to take things forwards. 

ST Practitioner Apprenticeship 
Ivan Mactaggart raised possibility of INCOSE UK endorsement on 12/4/19. Suggested Council 

discussion June to agree approach to review of scheme. 

Collaboration on Innovate UK Research Grant bids 
Ian G approached by Nottingham University researcher and liaising with J Whyte – Imperial related 

to Infrastructure WG aspirations – we think we can qualify for funding through dissemination 

activities. Early stage of assessing feasibility. 

 


